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Editorial Message
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected the world
economy, health, education, airline industry, and
many more aspects. It brought unprecedented
disruption to global job markets. Millions of people
lost their jobs globally while millions of others are
concerned about the growing disruption and transformation of the world of work.
The unemployment rates of Somali young graduates are increasing gradually every
year. Many students believe that even it is very difficult to land the existing job
opportunities because of the vast tribalism, unclear recruitment process, and the
personal, rather than general, interest of some of the business owners in the country.
The role of data analytics grew from financial focus to the whole business focus. There
are many sources for data acquisition. Businesses use the information to make better
decisions, improve the processes and operations of the organization. Corporations
have a legal and moral obligation to both their employees and their investors to
ensure that the company is both profitable and law-abiding.
There are three alternatives to start a business: develop your own business, buy an
existing one or franchise the business, and each one has its pros and cons. Before you
choose your business category you have to study and understand the needs,
requirements, advantages, and disadvantages of each one.
Bad debt can lead to bankruptcy or mistrust of the business. There are ways to remove
or minimize this problem. The business can eliminate uncertainty and the issue of bad
debts in their business and business owners should have a clear business policy and
the procedure for managing the business's credit.
Technology has a significant impact on how businesses are conducted. Technology
has both tangible and intangible benefits that can help you make money and
achieve good results regardless of the size of your business. The computers, mobiles,
applications, and network infrastructure developed in an advanced way have
transformed and accelerated society's lives, works, handles businesses, and structures
entire industries.
This issue of Volume 14 covers a wide range of articles that addresses the impact of
Covid-19 on the Somali economy, business analytics, entrepreneurship, and
corporate governance, how to find a business, bad debt and its solution, business and
technology, information systems strategies, uncovering job opportunities, and many
more.
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Chief Editor
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Corporate Governance: Effectiveness of
Information Systems/Information Technology
Governance

Dr. Mohamed Omar Abdullahi

I.

Introduction

II.

Ccorporate governance

Corporate governance has attracted lawmakers,

A system by which firms can be controlled,

researchers, and practitioners since the turn of

administered, and directed is known as

the century, spurred on by a spate of massive

corporate governance. Governing corporations

accounting scandals. This study will discuss the

is the responsibility of their Boards of directors.

basic concept of corporate governance, its

The appointment of the boards and auditors is

subsidiary

IS/IT

the role of the shareholders (in public

the

corporations), intending to build an appropriate

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, an act passed by the US

governance structure in a company. The board

Congress in 2002, protects investors from the

is responsible for setting the

IS/IT

governance

governance,

standards.

In

and

particular,

possibility of fraudulent accounting activities by
corporations.

Company’s

strategic

objectives,

giving

leadership capabilities to work effectively,
monitoring

businesses,

and

reporting

stewardship to shareholders. Therefore, what
the board does, how it does in setting the
company's value, and how it distinguishes the
daily operations management by full-time
executives

is

collectively

corporate

governance.
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The process in which to assign corporate

ENRON initially worked in transferring and

resources

of

disseminating natural gas and electricity all over

shareholders, investors, suppliers, employees,

the United States. They developed, built, and

and consumers is called corporate governance.

operated pipelines, power plants, and other

It holds those at the helm accountable for their

energy infrastructure worldwide. The natural

decisions

gas pipelines owned by ENRON stretched

to

and

maximize

actions

the

in

an

values

inclusive,

transparent, fair, and responsible way. In today's

throughout the world.

globalized business world, where corporations

In the 1990s, ENRON developed its Gas Bank

need to access global pools of capital, need to

idea to intermediate between suppliers and

attract and retain the best human capital from

consumers in the natural Gas market.

various parts of the world, partner with vendors

Later the firm contracted long-term structures in

on mega collaborations, and live-in harmony

the natural gas industry by pioneering risk

with the community. Unless a corporation

management products. ENRON combined the

embraces and demonstrates ethical conduct, it

financial contracts with its physical delivery

will not be able to succeed.

contracts as their principal innovation strategy
in the energy market. Such innovations were
then applied to its electric power and natural gas
markets and later extended to their other
demands. The corporation's primary focus
became trading operations which systematically
shaded its physical asset followed by asset-light
strategy. Investment banks and other trading
firms began to imitate Enron's operations.
Enron used the mark to the market technique for

III.

Failed IS/IT governance

their accounting systems which later backfired.

A. ENRON's fall down

This was to keep company share prices high and

ENRON was an American company formed in

raise investment against its assets and stocks to

1985 after Houston Natural Gas merged with

maintain the companies' impression, highly

InterNorth. ENRON employed approximately

successful.

20,000 employees with revenues of almost $101

independently whereby it could legally remove

billion, becoming one of the world's primary

losses from its accounting systems when

energy companies and named America's most

passing the assets to the partnerships. This

innovative company for six years.

allowed the company to be far optimistic in its

Also,

set

up

partnerships

assumption about future profit. Since it mainly
Publications of SIMAD University, 2021
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had paper revenue, cash is necessary for every

with no less than 65 other companies.

company to run. So that, the company conclude

WorldCom spent $60 billion through these

as it had struck him cash crises. Although Enron

acquisitions racking up accumulated debts of

mentioned primarily disclosed practices to its

$41 billion simultaneously. The accumulations

investors, that disclosure was inadequate. To

were massive, but a good integration and

avoid revealing the degree of some top

coordination must exist between the new and

executives

old

of

Enron

remained

enriching

parts

of

the

company

to

operate

themselves, this inadequacy may have stopped

appropriately through this type of investment.

from conflict of interest, which merely signifies

WorldCom had nothing to do with the case of

fraud.

good integration and coordination in their

B. WorldCom scandal

parties. Instead of coordinating and integrating

WorldCom started its journey in 1983 as a

their assets, they created a fuzzy bookkeeping

company called Long Distance Discount

system to conceal details.

Services (LDDS) which then grew to become

WorldCom faced reduced demand and many

the second-largest telecom company in the US.

other telecom companies as the 'dotcom' boom

Mr. Bernhard Ebbers, who helped the company

ended and the economy entered a recession.

grow, was appointed as the CEO then; the

WorldCom's

company quickly became renowned worldwide.

expectations, whereas the debts from its

Also, the CEO renamed LDDS as WorldCom in

acquisitions and mergers remained. When

the early 1990s.

WorldCom

Moreover, the CEO pursued an aggressive

companies weren't doing well, they managed by

policy of acquisitions and mergers, leading to

getting people to buy stocks. They adjusted their

rapid growth and massive expansions in many

accounting records to look as if everything was

different areas during the 1990s. In particular,

fine. This adjustment meant that WorldCom

special areas of development were telephone

retained

and internet traffic which became WorldCom's

expenditures. An extended period controls

most focused area. WorldCom built a model to

capital expenditure, whereas the costs must be

predict its traffic growth. Later, the model

subtracted immediately from monthly revenues.

became their best-case scenario suggesting that

They appropriated the costs to a balance sheet

WorldCom Internet traffic will double every

and disbursed a period over seven years to ten;

100 days. WorldCom started to believe in the

this action resulted that the expenses of such a

model ending up at the company's top.

given time remained smaller while the income

In seven years, from 1991 until 1997,

became greater, giving WorldCom a healthier

WorldCom went about acquiring and merging

image.

revenues

and

expenses

other

in

fell

shorter

than

telecommunication

place

of

capital
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A fraud was accomplished at WorldCom, which

The SEC requested from WorldCom a data

mentioned in two ways. Under-reporting the

range about topics of financial reporting which

line costs was the first one, and inflating

included sales commissions with disputed bills,

revenues with false accounting entries from the

mergers of accounting policies, CEO loans, a

company's unallocated revenue accounts made

2000 charge against earnings related to

up the second. This allowed WorldCom to

wholesale customers, WorldCom's computer

manage a record of $3.8 billion in capital

systems integrated with the ones of MCI, and

expenditures. This resulted that the whole year

WorldCom's earnings expectations of tracking

of 2001 and the first quarter of 2002 WorldCom

Wall Street analysts. They uncovered a massive

presented a great profit with cash flows when

accounting fraud and rapidly took out a court

actually they made huge losses. As long as

order barring WorldCom from destroying

WorldCom

new

financial records, requiring the company to

companies, their accountants could adjust the

monitor independently, and limiting payments

records. Unaware of the fraud, investors kept

to its past and current executives. With the

purchasing stocks from WorldCom, which

disentanglement of the accounting frauds with

made their share price rise to $64 per share.

the prearranged figures that come up one after

WorldCom announced over-stated earnings of

another, WorldCom finally ended up filing for

more than 3.8 billion in 2001 and the first four

bankruptcy in July 2002.

months of 2002, which had a noticeable effect

IV.

on financial markets.

IS/IT governance is how organizations invest in

Financial analysts were stunned by the

information technology, intending to ensure

announcements,

other

strategic and tactical goals. IS/IT governance is

companies accounting problems. As Lyke &

part of a more effective corporate governance,

Jickling (2002) described, the overstatement

concentrating on information technology within

was an accounting maneuver that classified the

the organization. IS/IT Governance is defined as

payments as capital expenditure using different

a system by which IS/IT's current and upcoming

companies.

usage of IS/IT is directed and controlled.

continued

acquiring

especially

WorldCom's

given

internal

auditor

IS/IT Governance

uncovered the 3.8 billion fraud before the

Corporate

governance

of

IS/IT

involves

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

evaluating and executing the use of IS/IT to

launched an investigation.

support the organization and monitoring this use
to achieve plans. It includes the strategy and
policies for using IS/IT within an organization.
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Effective IS/IT governance is crucial for an

On the other hand, ISO/IEC 38500 provides an

organization to achieve its corporate goals of

effective strategy for IS/IT governance to help

performance. Effectively implementing IS/IT

top-level executives and boards of directors in

governance,

a

organizations understand and fulfill their

mechanisms

is

set

of

required

IS/IT

governance

which

inspires

regular, legal, and ethical responsibilities of IT

behaviors corresponding to the organization's

usage.

mission, strategy, values, norms, and culture.

The corporation has a legal and moral obligation

V.

to its employees and investors to ensure that it is

Summary

To hold accountable those at the helm of

both profitable and law-abiding. US Senator

corporations is to evaluate their decisions in an

Paul Sarbanes and US Representative Michael

inclusive, transparent, fair, and responsible way.

G. Oxley drafted the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of

Maximizing

shareholders,

2002. The SOX act was a very complex piece of

investors, suppliers, employees, and consumers

legislation, and its core goal was to restore

is how can assign corporate resources. Unless a

investors' confidence. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act

corporation embraces and demonstrates ethical

impacted IT auditors, compelling them to the

conduct, it will not succeed by not abiding by

assurance of internal control, IT systems

the ethical considerations Enron and WorldCom

information

fall with some other big corporations.

organization's

IS/IT governance which is part of corporate

conditions of risks with the environment are

governance concentrates on the role played by

derived from the creation of Sarbanes-Oxley

information

the

Act controls. In turn, these are tested in

organizations, explicitly trying to ensure that

measuring the reliability and accuracy of IT

investment in information technology facilitates

systems.

strategic and tactical goals. Organizations are

Standards like COBIT 5 provide extensive

drawing on relevant good practice frameworks

guidelines to define a set of processes from

such as COBIT and ISO/IEC 38500.

strategy to operations and support. Also, it

Standards like COBIT 5 provide extensive

provides means to evaluate the maturity of

guidelines to define a set of processes from

processes while maximizing the benefits and

strategy to operations and support. Also, it

reducing risks. On the other hand, ISO/IEC

provides means to evaluate the maturity of

38500 provides an effective strategy for IS/IT

processes while maximizing the benefits and

governance to help top level executives and

reducing risks.

boards of directors in organizations in respect of

the

values

technology

of

within

integrity,
threats,

and

quality.

The

vulnerabilities,

and

understanding and fulfilling their regular, legal,
and ethical responsibilities of IT usage.
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Corporation have a legal and moral obligation to
both their employees and their investors to
ensure that the company is both profitable and
law abiding. US senator Paul Sarbanes and US
representative Michael G. Oxley drafted the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The SOX act was
a very complex piece of legislation and its core
goal was to restore investors’ confidence. The
Sarbanes-Oxley Act had an impact on IT
auditors compelling them to the assurance of
internal

control,

IT

systems

information

integrity, and quality. The organization’s
threats, vulnerabilities, and conditions of risks
with environment is derived the creation of
Sarbanes-Oxley Act controls. In turn, this are
tested in measuring the reliability and accuracy
of IT systems.
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Finding a Business

Dr. Abdulkadir Nor Jibril

Do you start a brand-new business, buy the
existing one or adopt a franchised business?
Each has advantage and disadvantage,
however examining the options on hand
contribute the entrepreneurial success. The
aim of this article is to focus on and simplify
the way to approach and find a small
business.
Introduction
Entrepreneurship is main approach to solve
unemployment

among

graduates,

establishing and developing a new business.
Thus, it is important to understand the way
to formulate and manage the growth of new
venture and overcome its risks. The firs and
the foremost of each work are to make a
decision (Go or No-Go Decision). In
business you have to determine or decide
the business you are to start it.

DEVELOPING
BUSINESS

YOUR

OWN

Developing your own business is less cost than
to buy one and benefit your creativity and talent
in bringing and developing a new venture and
markets, you are free to select the business
location, apply your own management style and
policies. Successful entrepreneur has to provide
a good product or service and understand how a
business works. Understanding how a business
works is one way to increase your chances for
success.
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There are risks associated with the developing

offered. For example, “if you buy an

new business. You have to start from scratch.

established restaurant that’s already a

You are responsible for selecting a legal

popular spot, you’ll know that local

structure, location, and recordkeeping system.

customers enjoy the food. Due to this, you

You must get licenses and permits. You develop

can be fairly confident that these patrons

your

will continue to visit the Restaurant” in

customer

base,

management

and

organizational systems, and marketing plan.

addition to that the business is ready to sell,
because many of tasks

have already be

placed as trained employees, supplier’s
relations, policies and procedure. All these
permits to concentrate on improving areas
of the business. Brands concerns, customer
base and market presence are other factors
to be considered. Many entrepreneurs strive
to grow their brands and attract patrons to
their products, buying an existing business
BUYING AN EXISTING BUSINESS

inherit its brand and market share that saves

Buying an existing business has some

time and money for you. In the other hand,

advantages, it might give a chance to find a

buying existing business means having

good location in the area where you want to

some one’s vision. Most likely, you’ll have

do business. You can save some of the time,

to work to make it your own, and make

work, and money that go into the start-up

changes

phase of business development. Often, you

Unfortunately, these changes can cost time

are able to make use of the seller's invested

and money. In some cases, the business may

capital. Many sellers will finance a large

never feel like it’s truly yours because you

part of the sale for a lower interest rate than

didn’t start it initially.

a lending institution would offer. An

There are a number of ways to find

existing

an

businesses for sale. Trade associations and

organizational plan and operating system in

neighborhood business groups are usually

place. When you buy an existing business,

the first to know of a business that is for sale

you typically get complete control over its

and about the business' performance and

direction. The buyer has good idea to the

reputation. Business brokers are good

market positions of the product or service

professional resource for information on

business

already

has

that

reflect

your

goals.

available properties, locations, markets, and
Publications of SIMAD University, 2021

financing. They can represent sellers or

business. The franchise agreement usually

buyers and are paid a percentage of the sale

gives the franchisee the exclusive right to

price.

Opportunity"

sell in a specified area. In return, the

advertising section of a newspaper will have

franchisee agrees to pay to the franchisor a

local listings. Bankers, the chamber of

fee and/or a percentage of gross sales.”

commerce, and other professional people

The advantages of franchising are counted

within the community often know people

to start business under the accepted

who are selling or about to sell a business.

trademark, name and may be trained you by

The

"Business

experts in business sector as may be
extended

BUYING A FRANCHISE
The International Franchise Association
defines a franchise as a "method of
distributing products or services involving a
franchisor, who establishes the brand's
trademark or trade name and a business
system, and a franchisee, who pays a
royalty and often an initial fee for the right
to do business under the franchisor's name
and

system."

A

franchise

gives

entrepreneurs with a ready-made business
that already has established processes,
procedures, strategies and branding in
place. Buying or investing a franchise is an
option for small business owner to
minimize

risks

in

business

venture.

Franchising is a strategy where a business
owner operates as a member of large chain
with the standardized product or service.
“The company (franchisor) gives the
individual dealer (franchisee) the right to
market the franchisor's product or service
and use the franchisor's trade name,
trademarks, reputation, and way of doing

to

financial

franchisor.

assistant

Purchasing

equipment,

supplies

and

by

products,
advertising

materials of the franchisor is likely to enable
you receive savings as some franchisor
guide you day-to- day operations until you
are experienced and be proficient. Usually,
franchisor offer ongoing guidance and
management consulting as recordkeeping as
promotions of the franchisor nationally and
regionally

will

help

your

business.

Franchises have a higher rate of success
than start-up businesses.
Despite the advantages state above, there
are certain drawbacks that one must be
considered, generally, there is royalty on
percentage of gross sales that comes out the
profit and franchisor does not share your
losses, there might be restriction in
launching selling price, introducing new
product

or

services

and

avoiding

unprofitable which ultimately limits the
ability

to

be

competitive.

Franchise

agreements dictate how you run the

Publications of SIMAD University, 2021
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business, so there may be little room for

CONCLUSION

creativity. Luangsuvimol, T., & Kleiner, B.

A business is any activity that provides goods or

H. stated in article published 2004

services to consumers for the purpose of making

“Franchise

falls into one of the following

a profit, to develop your own business need to

three classifications: Distributorship, chain

make strong decision and commitment to

style

business

operations

and

establish it and be ready to invest money and

processing

plant

bring together the resources need to turn the idea

arrangements. Distributorship arises when

into business. To find the business you select

the manufacturing concern, franchisor,

one of three alternatives: Develop your own

licenses a dealer franchisee to sell its

business, buy existing one or Franchise the

product. A chain style business operation

business, each one has its pros and cons. Before

exists when a franchise operates under a

you finally choose your business category you

franchisor’s

have

manufacturing

or

operating

name

and

is

to

study

and

understand

needs,

identified as a member of select group of

requirements, advantages and disadvantage of

dealers

each one.

that

engage

the

franchisor’s

business. A manufacturing or processing
plant arrangement exists when a franchisor
transmits to the franchisee the essential
ingredients or formula to make a particular
product”.
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Business Analytics:
Basic Concepts

Dr. Ismail Mohamed Ali

capital. Financial analysis, financial index, cost
benefit analysis and all that sorts of keywords
and concepts were the norms in the analytics
settings. We all know the importance of money.
We love it. We care about it. We spend huge
time to make it. However, money is not the only
precious thing we should care about in our
business. The activities that create the money
deserve significant effort as well.
Data is said to be the new oil of 21st century.
Like oil, it is valuable. As oil requires drilling

Business analytics data stems from a vast array

and refining, data requires acquisition and

of business’s everyday activities including

processing.

Both are precious and highly

sales, purchases, operations, processes, events,

specialized. What differentiates data, however,

and attendance. Online activities like social

is the magnitude of its effects. It is the silent

networks, clickstreams, web visits, online

engine that drives our business. It is the

purchases,

description of the past, explanation of the

invaluable sources for the analytics data. Not

present and the prediction of the future. It is the

only the internal data that maters but also the

business insights and the business intelligence.

external data which comes from customers,

In the past, what meant most in the data

competitors, and stakeholders.

and

product

reviews

are

analytics was the financial data or data about
money like expenses, revenues, price, and
Publications of SIMAD University, 2021
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Counting on such huge sources of data has never

The analytics results are only useful if they are

been easily – attainable endeavor. Data is

leveraged into business outcomes such as

hugely unstructured. Analytics experts are

improved

scarce. Analytics tools are not readily available,

businesses, and renewed customer connection.

and, for most organizations, data analytics, even

Therefore, the data analytics should have clear

though massively important, is not still a high

and specific goals to be achieved otherwise the

priority.

whole project could be a waste of time and

decision

making,

optimized

money.
Data is explored and business insights are
unlocked through a structured process typically

The analytics results are only useful if they are

known as an analytics workflow which extends

leveraged into business outcomes such as

from data acquisition to visualization and

improved

presentation. Huge data is acquired from online

businesses, and renewed customer connection.

activities on the web. Sensors such smart

Therefore, the data analytics should have clear

cameras and embedded systems also capture

and specific goals to be achieved otherwise the

massive amount of data from day-to-day

whole project could be a waste of time and

business operations. Manual data entry, even

money.

decision

making,

optimized

though massively error-prone, is still practiced
in

the

data

acquisition,

registration

data

is

process.

preprocessed

After
where

erroneous, noisy, and incomplete data is
identified and resolved. Then, data is readily
available for analysis. In the analysis phase,
analytics models are created, and meaningful
insights are discovered and presented to the
users.

Speed matters most and time is a valuable
resource in the data analytics world. Data might
not add much value unless received and applied
on real time or near-real time. However, a
significant amount of time usually is spent
between when data is generated and when data
analytics results are received by the users. This
means that data becomes passive and doesn’t
necessarily
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information. Consequently, the decision making

Conclusion

process and problem-solving ability are greatly

All in all, the role of data analytics grew from

affected.

financial focus to the whole business focus.
Data comes from all across the business and its

Who can benefit most from data analytics?

surrounding environment. Plenty of data

Gaining benefits from data analytics is subject

sources are available for data acquisition. Data,

to several factors including human skills, both

after

technical and managerial. Having data analytics

actionable insights. Businesses use such insights

culture and a valued role of data in the

to make informed decisions, and improve

organization has also an immense consideration.

processes and operations.

being

processed,

transforms

into

Having clear and achievable data analytics goals
has the outmost importance as well.
As highlighted earlier in this essay, data
provides the description of the past (descriptive
analytics), and the prediction of what could
happen in the future (predictive analytics). The
latter has gained popularity in the analytics
community. What makes predictive analytics
more special perhaps is its ability in ascertaining
risks and identifying trends. Predictive analytics
integrates analytics technology and artificial
intelligence

to

augment

prediction

and

anticipation.
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Beyond the pandemics:
What everyone should know
in uncovering job opportunities

Mohamed Okash Sugow

arrangements should remain in the market too.
This is a defining moment for almost everyone;
no matter your employment status, work
experience or the sector you work in. Therefore,
we are all forced to leverage continuous
learning, capitalize on the demanding skills, and
uncover the decent job opportunities to remain
relevant in the trending labor market and escape
The world is ruled by uncertainties. The Covid-

the socio-economic recessions.

19 pandemic has brought unprecedented
disruption to global job markets. Millions of

Matching for the Metrics

people lost their jobs globally while millions of

Starting or developing a career requires both

others are concerned about the growing

acquiring

disruption and transformation of the world of

experience by integrating previous experiences

work. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic

and knowledge to excel in particular roles.

has resulted in a large-scale shift in the nature of

Making a start in your career journey requires

jobs with rapid digitalization and work from

you to understand your preferred job industry

home arrangements. However, the displaced

and the sector you want to contribute in. This

workers

should

usually has to do with your passion or the

continuously enter the job markets and those

academic background, or sometimes both,

who are working in remote and hybrid

although sometimes, there might be differences

and

fresh

graduates

practical

skills

and

industry
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between your academic background and choice

presence. Blogging or vlogging on areas of your

of work. Gathering industry-related information

interest will make it easy for you to build

is fundamental before entering the job market.

connections

A key element is to have general knowledge

opportunities.

about the sector you are going to work in and

positioning and branding yourself can be a

key leading organizations or leaders working in

catalyst to attract potential employers and will

that sector. For example, if you aspire to apply

help you to match your qualities to market

for a job in the finance and banking sector, you

demands.

should know almost all the companies working

“If you can't code, write books and blogs, record

in that sector, read their annual reports, and

videos and podcasts, they will open the world of

connect them with their social media. If you can

opportunities.” – Naval ravikant

and
In

open

up

today’s

a

world

digital

of

world,

get to know someone working in that sector,
connect with them and find out the issue facing
that sector in general. This gives you as potential
employee’s relevant insights and prepares you
to discover opportunities.

Also, understanding yourself and building a

Building Inventory of Value Propositions

strong professional image is inevitable in the
markets. Today’s job markets have become

Skills are more of a gateway to employment

extremely competitive in which one must have

than almost anything else. So many years, our

the timely and relevant skills, talents, values,

brains are locked in only acquiring academic

and unique selling points to stay relevant. Social

qualifications which will land us dreamy jobs

media is an incredible opportunity to improve

which is often true in today's job markets. Job

your personal branding for employability, and

seekers are expected to demonstrate a wide

employers are more likely to screen your

range of skill sets, knowledge and personal

LinkedIn profile to hire you. Sometimes, Social

qualities.

Media

platforms

like

Twitter,

LinkedIn,

Blogging, Pinterest, Instagram or Facebook

Globally, employers have reported facing

might be more beneficial than the traditional

challenges in finding the right talents for

CVs if you only use it strategically by sharing

employment. Fresh graduates from either

your

and

schools or colleges usually don’t possess the

connecting like-minded people. Additionally,

right skills the market demands, rather they

creating digital content will boost your digital

demonstrate academic qualifications only which

work

portfolio,

achievements
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might not be enough to shine in the market. The

today’s interconnected world, it is easier than

key element determining your faith in your

before to volunteer and contribute for social

career is more likely to be your skills and

impact. There are some vacancies that can be

mindset. Having the right skills and mindset will

worked from remote or online. This will help

make you relevant in this fast evolving, dynamic

you develop a wide range of job skills from

and complex job market.

internship or volunteering experience, hobbies

Due to the fourth industrial revolution, the in-

and interests, and other life experiences. You do

demand skills across jobs are changing rapidly

not need to limit your professional inventory to

over the next decade, which may result in a high

skills

skill gap and employment. According to the

professional

experience.

Future of Jobs Report 2020 of the World

volunteering,

extracurricular,

Economic Forum, employers are more likely to

experiences that might help a hiring manager

hire the employees with the most in-demand

understand your capabilities. Hopefully, once

skilling including critical thinking, problem-

you’ve created your inventory of value

solving, emotional intelligence, active learning,

propositions, you will stand out from the crowd

and resilience have been at top of the list since

and win against your job requirements list.

and

qualities

developed

through

Consider
or

any

personal

the first report in 2016. Additionally, the
recruiters pay attention to what potential

Taking the Shot & Keeping the Momentum

employees can bring to table, problems you can

With lots of preparations of positioning yourself

solve, ideas you can bring into life and

as the right applicant to meet the market's

innovation you can spur. Therefore, offering

demand, it's time to take your shot and nail it

value and possessing the right skills and mindset

well. When applying for jobs, it's fundamental

will simply be uncovering and landing your

to analyze the job description, requirements,

dream job.

along with the qualifications, knowledge, skills,

Experiences are also another key factor required

experience and other things that are required to

by employers. Most young people face the

match those metrics. In this stage, the applicants

challenges in positioning themselves as experts

must be confident enough and apply the role

in matters. This makes them excluded while the

with intention of focus to increase their chance

issue can be addressed simply by planning your

of winning and landing their dream job. If you

career

volunteering.

miss your first chances, try again and try harder.

Volunteering and internships are better ways to

Keep the momentum, redefine yourself with

fill that gap. You can volunteer and work as an

new and fresh mindset of job searching and

intern for a community organization that stands

hunting skills.

strategically

by

for the same values and goals you stand for. In
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Information Systems Strategy
and its Shared Role as a Driver of
Organizational Innovations

Dr. Mohamed Omar Abdullahi

1965. Such infrastructures are composed of
massively interconnected computers, mobiles,
networks, application platforms, and many other
technological devices. They have not only
reconfigured beyond recognition the way we
work, trade, rest, play, travel, and so on, they are
destined to be the core disruptors that intersects
so many areas of everyday life in what is being
I.

Introduction

billed as Industrial Revolution 4.0 (or IR4).

Innovation can be defined as "an idea, practice

Examples

or object that is perceived as new by an

(autonomous cars, vehicle to everything,

individual or other unit of adoption." In this

infotainment), manufacturing (robotics, 3d-

study we will discusses IS strategy innovations

printers,

that transformed new ways of doing business, its

exoskeletons),

shared role, and how IS strategy innovations

rooms, connected glass storefronts, beacon

now drive businesses?

controlled to collect secure payments in real-

are

everywhere:

responsive
retailing

and

transportation

self-correcting

(interactive

fitting

time), and even medicine (smart pills, digital
II.

IS Strategy Innovations

sleep aids, wearable medics).

Reasonably creating a cheap and easy-to-use

Digital innovators marked their ability by

digital infrastructure like computers, mobiles,

joining two different things together. Because of

broadband

the advanced technologies, their understanding

connections,

and

advanced

application platform led by Moore's Law since
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of what is becoming possible, and a crafty

turbulent

insight to some unfulfilled societal and

enhancement and distribution, unlike the

organizational needs to create something

process innovation research, which focuses on

valuable and novel with the digital technologies.

technology adopters. Technology can be

Modern business has gained a massive pair of

narrowly drawn to a given product to constitute

digital shoulders to stand upon through

a novel product with an innovative process. In

widespread

digital

addition, it can encompass other complementary

or

services or even products that are essential for

implementing innovative business products,

the fulfillment of proposition value intended for

processes, and models.

users.

dispersion

infrastructure

of

when

cheap

considering

We can define digital innovation as a new

markets

IV.

that

support

product's

Business Process Innovation

business product, process, and model that is

An innovative digital process is a significantly

apparent as a novel, requires a significant

novel way in the organizational setting for

change on the organizations, and represented in

enacting work embodied with or enabled by IT.

or enabled by IT. Business product, and process

Process

have been central in the past by scholarly work

technology

innovations. Nonetheless, in recent years,

investigating why and when firms buy into new

increasing recognition of business model

technologies and how they can incorporate them

innovation has garnered as a third class of

successfully. Such firms could adopt Market-

innovation. Although process innovation has

supplied technologies, or they could develop

been the main focus between IS scholars, we

and deploy internally developed technologies.

focus on all three forms of innovation in the

Through innovative digital process is how

following sub-sections.

transactions are processed, decisions are made,

III.

innovation

research

adopters

as

a

focuses
focal

on

point,

office work is done, firms deal with existing

Business Product Innovation

An Innovative digital product is significantly

customers and suppliers, and eventually lure

novel when the product is embodied with or

new customers. Experiencing a digital process

enabled by IT. Apple and Samsung pioneered

innovation is like adopting a new warehouse

new products (Smartphones) or substantially

automation system to change how firms manage

enhanced

new

their inventory or practice substantially, a new

technology like GM's OnStar service – genuine

platform of social media to modify how firms

lasting examples of novel products. Research on

persistently endeavor to find novel ideas in a

digital product innovations mainly focuses on

product from customers. Also, digital process

firms that produce novel products with the

innovations

organizations, processes of supply-side, and

modifications

existing

products
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organization's technical core like the structure of

VI.

IS Strategy Innovation as a Driver

governance or organizational forms.
V.

of Organizations
Technological advances are what enabled the

Business Model Innovations

Digital business model innovation can be

trends of businesses and profoundly reshaped

defined as a new significant way of capturing

strategy across a vast expanse of industries.

and creating business value embodied in or

They revealed how the collective effects of

enabled by IT. Technological advances became

increased computing power and speed, internet

the primary source of driving business model

technologies,

innovation in recent years.

communications

A firm's capacity for creating value will deeply

techniques to manage talents, assets, and

be compromised unless it develops new

innovations about organizational structures.

business models. As noted, times have gone by

Since

showing that unless it can offer a compelling

continuously

value proposition to customers and arrange

information technologies are deployed are

profit with business systems to fulfill them with

changing. New improvements like cloud

the necessary quality level at an acceptable

computing and virtualization are rearranging

price, the innovator will fail. Even if the

technology usage patterns and costs. While on

capacity of innovation in capturing value is

the other hand, to consume goods and services,

remarkable itself, and also goes on to be widely

they

adopted by society. Thus, entrepreneurship,

entrepreneurs, and enterprises to dream up

management, design of business models, and

viable business models.

implementation are crucial to economic growth

Permitting non-employees to offer their aptitude

and

technological

creativity
correspond

of

innovation

technology
to

business

that

the

create

and

universal

were

landscape
evolved

new

digital

producing

of

technology has

rapidly,

ways

new

for

the

ways

individuals,

itself.

The

in a novel way, the Web started to open up

does

not

boundaries between organizations. They called

and

this marvel "Tapping into a world of talent."

creativity

inventiveness could not produce value to the

Many

organizations

are

now

pushing

inventor or even their society.

considerably beyond the beginning point to
build and manage adaptable networks that
encompass internal and often external borders.
They believe the more porous, connected
organizations of the future must shape work
around critical tasks instead of shaping it to
constraints forced by the corporate structure.
Geographic or business component boundaries
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at one global company for energy services

reached twice those without a Vocal-point

prevented managers from accessing the best

system. Since this arrangement is a two-way

talent all over the organization to take care of

process,

customers' technical issues. The Support of help

encourage

desk engineers, for instance, seldom provided

commitment.

inventive solutions for the most challenging

The adoption of Radio-Frequency Identification

problems. Using social network analysis, the

(RFID) and related innovations were the

organization mapped knowledge resources and

premises of a pattern e initially perceived as

data streams between its worldwide staff. The

extending the borders of computerization. But

study recognized a few bottlenecks; however, it

these techniques are fundamental compared

indicated a set of solutions. To expand access to

with what develops when resources themselves

specialists worldwide using the advances of

get to be components of information systems,

Web technologies, the organization created new

with the capturing, computing, communicating,

inventions communities over siloed business

and

units. These systems have accelerated service

information that has come to be known as the

conveyance while enhancing the quality.

Internet of Things. It also embedded with

For the past few years, the capacity to arrange

machines, sensors, and communication abilities,

groups of Web members to create, market, and

such objects will soon have the capacity to

bolster products and services has moved from

include and transmit data on a vast scale and, at

the edges of business practice to the standard.

times, to adapt and respond to changes in the

However, a survey from executives whom 70

environment automatically. These brilliant

percent said their organizations frequently

resources can make procedures more effective,

raised appreciation through Web communities

efficient, give products new abilities, and start

such as reviews and recommendations about

novel action plans. The insurers of Auto-

products and services posted by more than 68

mobiles in Europe and the United States are

million bloggers. Other organizations are

testing these waters with offers to introduce

broadening their reach by utilizing the Web for

sensors in clients' vehicles. A new pricing model

word-of-mouth advertising. As P&G's Vocal-

will be the outcome that bases charges for risk

point persuasive moms as a leading example.

on driving conduct instead of a driver's

Moms share their encountered familiarities

demographic characteristics. Manufacturers of

using P&G's new products with individuals

luxury cars are furnishing vehicles with

from their group of friends, commonly 20 to 25

arranged sensors that can make a shifty move

mothers. In business sectors where Vocal-point

when accidents are going to happen. In

influencers are vibrant, product incomes have

medicine, sensors implanted in or worn by
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patients

consistently

report

changes

in

game, keeps refining its techniques for

wellbeing conditions to doctors, who can

portioning Credit card clients and relevant

conform medicines when needed. As models for

products to individual hazard profiles. Nigel

security and interoperability start to rise, some

Morris, one of Capital One's co-founders said,

essential advanced technologies for the Internet

the organization's multifunctional groups of

of Things are becoming more accessible. The

monetary analysts, IT masters, and advertisers

scope of potential applications and their

do more than 65,000 tests every year, exploring

business effect has yet to be explored entirely.

different avenues regarding mixes of market

On the other hand, the data flood in at a rate that

portions and new products.

never before observed. Data are doubling every

Nowadays, technology empowers organizations

18 months, giving unique access to client's

to monitor, measure, customize, and charge for

information from the public, exclusive, obtained

resource use at a more granular level than ever

sources, new data assembled from Web

before. They said that resource proprietors could

communities, and recently developed intelligent

'manufacture'

resources. The technology used to capture and

customarily been sold as products. So, business-

analyze information patterns that are broadly

to-business (B2B) clients like these offer

accessible always at lower price points is

services because they permit organizations to

comprehensively know as Big Data. However,

buy a service in units and represent them as a

many organizations are taking these to new

variable

levels, utilizing IT to bolster rigorous, consistent

significant capital investment. Also, customers

business experimentation that directs decisions

like this approach, paying only for what you

to assess new products, action plans of the

utilize, which helps them stay away from

business, and innovations in client experience in

colossal consumption and the annoyances of

real-time. In some cases, companies make

purchasing and maintaining products. The

decisions helped by the new approaches. They

development of Cloud Computing in which its

also described that this pattern could drive a

resources are accessed via a network instead of

radical change in research, innovation, and

desktop systems optimizes this move. Web-

advertising. Amazon.com, eBay, and Google

based Cloud services acceptance by consumers

are examples of Web-based companies that

for everything from email to video is universal,

were early leaders, assessing aspects that drive

and organizations are taking action accordingly.

performance to figure out what will increase

They mentioned that Software as a Service

sales and customer engagement. Financial

(SaaS),

companies are also vigorous experimenters.

accessing services like customer relationship

Capital One, which was ahead of schedule to the

management, is developing at a 17% yearly rate.

benefits

cost

which

instead

around

of

empowers

what

has

embarking

on

organizations
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Also, Genentech, a biotechnology company,

beyond the beginning point to build and manage

uses Google Apps to create documents and

an adaptable network that encompasses internal

spreadsheets to bypass capital investment in

and external borders. IS Strategy innovation

servers

These

contributed through job creation, permitting

advancements have made for an influx of

non-employees to offer their aptitude in a novel

capabilities in computing conveyed as a service,

way. US economy's nearly half of its growth is

infrastructures, platforms, applications, and

directly resulted from IS Strategy innovations

content. With this innovation, companies are

since World War II, and the income of the US is

competing with new business models in

increased almost %85 per capita.

matching different customers' needs.

The technology used to capture and analyze

and

program

licenses.

information patterns that are broadly accessible
always at lower price points is comprehensively
know

as

Big

Data.

However,

many

organizations are taking these into new levels,
utilizing IT to bolster rigorous, consistent
business experimentation that directs decisions
VII.
In

and assesses new products, action plans of the

Role of IS Strategy Innovation

this

contemporary

economic

world,

innovation is critically significant. The living
standard

of

customer's

key

driver

for

improvement is the growth and success of the
organizations with the wealth of the countries.
Producing innovations and competing for the
future, investment in research and development

In several ways, IS strategy innovations
to

a

strong

economy

that

organizations will benefit from. The economy
will grow when customers buy products and pay
taxes which resulted from the earnings of their
income. Web-based systems started to open the
boundaries

In real-time, in some cases, companies make
decisions helped by the new approaches.
Software as a service (SaaS) is an alternative to
the standard software installation in the business
environment. The organizations have to build
their servers, install the application and
configure it. This allows them to pay less,

is essential.

contribute

business, and innovations in client experience.

between

organizations.

Many

organizations are now pushing considerably
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VIII.

advances became the primary source of driving

Summary

The computers, mobiles, applications, and

business model innovation in recent years.

network

an

We discussed technologies that enabled the

advanced way have transformed and accelerated

trends of businesses and profoundly reshaped

society's lives, works, handles businesses, and

strategy across a vast expanse of industries.

structures entire industries. Digital innovators

These technologies revealed new techniques to

marked their ability by joining two different

manage talents, assets, and innovations in

things

advanced

organizational

what

is

systems opened up the boundaries between

becoming possible and a crafty insight to some

organizations permitting non-employees to

unfulfilled societal and organizational needs to

offer their aptitude in a novel way. Also, the

create something valuable and novel with digital

Web moved from the edges of business practice

technologies.

to the standard allowing the capacity to arrange

We described product, process, and model

groups of Web members to create, market, and

innovations which had a central distinction on

bolster products and services. In addition to that,

innovations. An Innovative digital product is

one of the IS strategy innovations as a driver of

significantly novel when the product is

today's business is the Internet of Things. This

embodied with or enabled by IT. As examples

new technology is embedded within machines,

of novel products, we mentioned Apple and

sensors, and communication abilities to become

Samsung's new products (Smartphones) or

an object, which will have the capacity to

substantially enhanced existing products with

include and transmit data on a vast scale and

new technology like GM's OnStar service. On

automatically adapt and respond to changes in

the other hand, we explained how transactions

the environment. Also, big data technology

are processed; decisions are made, office work

which used to capture and analyze information

is done, firms deal with existing customers and

patterns because of the flooded data, which are

suppliers, and firms attract new customers

doubling every 18 months. Lastly, Software as a

through digital process innovations. This is like

Service enabled an influx of capabilities in

adopting a new warehouse automation system to

computing

change how the firm manages its inventory

infrastructures, platforms, and applications that

substantially. In addition to that, we described

empower organizations to access such services.

infrastructure

together

technologies

and

due

developed

to

the

understanding

in

structures.

conveyed

The

as

Web-based

services,

model innovations as a further significant way
of capturing and creating business value
embodied in or enabled by IT. Technological
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The IS strategy innovations contribute to a
strong economy which then organizations will
benefit from. The IS strategy innovations we
discussed had a significant role in developing
organizations and businesses in general. These
technological innovations contributed in several
ways, like building a platform for organizations
to communicate with their experts and bolster
products and services. It contributed as it
embeds with the product and services to
transmit as data through communications
channels. Also, an analytic tool to capture and
analyze the hidden information patterns from
silos of data whose volume doubles every 18
months.
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Problems with bad debt
and their solutions
Mogadishu-Somalia

Ali Ibrahim Mohamed

This will necessitate the involvement of
qualified experts to seriously address the
dilemma and prevent from the business to
collapse.
THE EFFECT OF BAD DEBT ON A
BUSINESS

INTRODUCTION
When your business has a bad debt that means
that one of your clients hasn't paid for the
service or good you delivered, and you can't
recover the money. This sum is essentially lost
and must be written off, of your accounts. So,
bad debt means when the repayment of credit
previously issued to a buyer is estimated to be
uncollectible, a business incurs a bad debt
expense. Failure to deal with repeated or high

Bad debts can have a variety of negative
implications for the business, including:


rates of bad debt will cause your business to
suffer, suggesting that credit monitoring and
credit protection practices need to be improved.

It would be impossible to pay your
creditors their money,



Having a negative effect on your
company’s future development,
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Reducing the cash available to run the

extend their terms, credit limits will still be

business on a day-to-day basis,

raised.

Giving a negative impression of your

 Set out the terms and conditions of the

firm among the business community in
general, but especially to the employees
and customers,


Business clearly
Clearly outlining the trade terms and conditions,
including when invoices are due and that you'll

If bad debt levels are high, the

not charge interest on late payments, sets firm

possibility of bankruptcy is high, also,

market limits. These terms and conditions

It inspires mistrust among creditors and

should be clearly displayed on the website and

investors to the business owners.

implemented into all relevant documentation.
 Quickly send invoices

HOW TO AVOID BUSINESS BAD DEBT

Be sure to file invoices as soon as the product or
service is delivered, and double-check that the
address you're using is right. Just invoicing at
the end of the month causes a delay, which
decreases the importance of payment and can
lead to debtors paying late or not at all.
 Check to see whether the customers
have a recurring billing cycle.
You will improve the chance of getting charged

Setting up effective credit management policies

without problem by aligning invoice delivery

and procedures, as well as ensuring strong

with a customer's payment plan – maybe they

internal control systems, will help to reduce the

make borrower payments on a certain date each

risk of bad debt. This refers to both acquiring

month.

potential clients and maintaining the current
client base. Please check the following six
points:

 When a loan is past due, seek payment
promptly.
Following up on late payments as soon as

 Set credit limits of the Business

possible with written notes, texts, and phone

Setting a fair credit limit for new consumers

calls reflects your commitment to recovering

reduces bad debt risks. When a potential client

your business assets. It sends a clear warning to

shows their value and the business are able to

debtors and, when used in combination with a
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well-defined credit management scheme, will
substantially reduce the total chance of bad debt.
 Phone calls to a specific address can
be made as a follow-up.
Find the right link in the debtor of the business
and strive to communicate with them instead of
delivering reminder after reminder via the mail
or by email. It becomes a more personal
operation, and talking to a member of staff will
also disclose if the debtor's financial condition
has improved. Perhaps the business having
trouble paying all of their creditors, and you can
help by lowering their credit limit.

RECOMMENDATION
Bad debt in business generates a number of
issues, including bankruptcy, mistrust, and a
lack of future growth, so the following
recommendations should be followed.


To ensure the credit management policy
and procedure related bad debt of the
business each financial year,



To write off any business bad debt after
one financial year,



In compliance with business policy,
business loans should be monitored,



There should be a difference made

CONCLUSION

between normal debt and bad debt in the

In businesses, bad debt is widespread, and it can

business,

lead to bankruptcy or mistrust the business.



debt for the business &

However, we're discussed the ways to remove or
minimize this problem. The business can
eliminate uncertainty and the issue of bad debts

It should be clear how to pay off bad



You

should

consult

people

with

knowledge of bad debt.

in their business if the above actions are strictly
followed. To avoid this, business owners should
have a clear business policy and, procedure for
managing the business's credit.
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Assessing the impact of COVID-19
on Somali economy

Hussein Abdi Mohamud

economic losses in most countries, especially
local

production

Furthermore,

business

these

within

measures

them.

have

put

considerable pressure on almost all primary
growth-enhancing

industries

and

overall

country income. As a result, many institutions
such as World Bank, IMF and the international
Air transportation Association (IATA) have
Introduction

expressed concern that the implementation of

In China, COVID-19 (coronavirus disease) was

these policies may result in economic losses.

initially identified as an infectious upper

For instance, The International Air Transport

respiratory infection in 2019. Since that time,

Association (IATA) anticipated that the total

the epidemic has become widespread across the

loss will reach up to US$113 billion. In

world, showcasing one of the world's most

comparison, the United Nations Economic

serious

significant

Commission for Africa (UNECA) projected that

socioeconomic repercussions. Most countries

Africa's top fuel exporting countries would loss

have

and

at least US$65 billion in revenue.. Likewise,

economic lockdowns, which have resulted in the

Somalia, which is a very venerable country,

temporary business shutdowns, industries,

could affect similarly to this country. While

social services and schools among other items.

regional and country specifically Somalia could

These policies, have resulted in substantial

have a similar effect. As a result, Shutdowns

health

crises,

implemented

with

border

closures

have reduced the import of goods.
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As well, it reduced local exports. For instance,

imported goods, and exported goods are

Saudi Arabia's export bans have stifled demand

declined due to this pandemic. As a result, some

for livestock’s during Haj time and remittances

unskilled workers (paid jobs) are lost their jobs.

entering Somalia are being hampered by the

For example, the government temporarily

global recession as well as travel restrictions and

banned the importation of Mira (khat) from

airline cancellations.

reducing the spread of COVID-19, which was
the source of income of some unskilled

COVID-19 in Somalia Economy

employees. Much more casual staff are lost their
Due to a variety of poverty-related deprivations,

payment due to lockdowns and temporary

poor levels of access to health care, and

suspension

insufficient state capabilities, Somalia is one of

Currently, most economists and local authorities

the countries with the least capacity to cope with

believe that Remittance services and livestock

COVID-19. Therefore, it’s very venerable to hit

are the most important source of income in the

hardly. The worldwide economic crisis caused

country. Therefore, as statics showed the covid-

by the epidemic has a substantial impact on

19 has severely affected in these two sections:

of

international

organizations.

remittances from the diaspora, which account
for two-thirds of the economy. Moreover, this
pandemic disease also affected the export of
livestock which is a primary source of money
for livestock exports. As a result, an unusual
economic crisis arose, involving a demand
shock, a supply shock, and a finance shock all at
the

same

time

(World

Bank,

2020a).

Furthermore, Covid-19 was effected the volume
of export and import business. For example,

Remittance transfer and COVID-19

during 2019 and 2020, container which land in

According to the interview of the Ministry of

Mogadishu Seaport was declined approximately

Planning and Ministry of Finance of Puntland

10-20 percent before the covid19. Due to these

state of Somalia in April 2020 anticipated that

closing borders and business, most consumer

first half year of 2020, Puntland's GDP will fall

goods in the local markets are inflated. This

by 18 percent. Further, he added that household

crisis might double the previous economic

consumption expenditures will also have

crises which exist in this country. As shown in

decreased 10 percent by April 2020. This might

most government reports, such as a ministry of

be true for the whole country.

finance and the Ministry of planning, most
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However, accurate statistics and academic

However, the government had made steps for

findings are not available.

lower the price of essential goods by providing
tax incentive through exempting or reducing the
tax rate of necessary goods. In April 2020, it
introduced three month tax cuts on basic goods.
In addition, the government declared a 50
percent

consumption

tax

cut

in

some

commodities such as wheat flour and vegetable
oils. And a tax exemption of 100 percent on rice
and dates to deter suppliers from stockpiling and
inspire traders to seek out alternate channels to
During last year, local households are concerned

increase the supply of commodity. During the

about a decline in remittance levels that has

observation, the researcher found that some

already been noted. As a result, there are a range

products doubled in value, especially in

of

senders'

electronics. For example, Toyota cars cost

restrictions to physically visiting stores and

between 5000 and 6000 dollars, but now they

remittance branches due to the lockdown. On

cost between 6000 and 7000 dollars. Similarly,

the other hand, due to flight restrictions money

the cost of laptops has risen. Previously, core I3

transfer operators have trouble acquiring

laptops costed between $200 and $300, but now

physical currency from senders and moving that

they cost between $300 and 450 dollars.

reasons

for

this,

including

cash to their headquarters. Furthermore, Due to
the lockdown, most Somali diaspora members
who work for a daily job or in paid employment
have lost their day-to-day jobs. As a result, some
of them encountered difficulty managing their
day life set aside to send money.
COVID-19 and Commodity price
As shown in government reports there is supply
shortages in local marketplaces which were
caused by lockdowns, border closures, and
societal isolation. On the other hand, many
traders report a scarcity of some essential goods.
As a result food price has increased and many.
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Conclusion
The COVID-19 outbreak is already affecting
Somalia. This seems to be more apparent in
terms of financial issues than in terms of health.
Different areas of the economy are affected
differently by the international and local

 The authorities, international NGOs, and
other

stakeholders

should

initiate

income generation projects and small
business

development

programs

especially for the urban vulnerable and
poor households.

shutdown. For example the lockdown resulted

 In collaboration with foreign donors and

in poor production because local employees and

local investment banks, the government

professionals were able to remain at home and

should develop investment opportunities

minimize movement. Simultaneously, small

and business support programs that are

enterprises and everyday life for ordinary

suitable for them.

people go on as usual. The lifting of the Saudi
Arabian livestock ban provides a crucial relief
for now, but it is unclear how long it will endure.
The following suggestions could be helpful in
reviving household economies and accelerating
the COVID-19 pandemic's recovery.
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The entrepreneurial mindset of
Somali young graduates:
A personal experience

Sadam Adan Isak

and trainings that will be needed in the coming
decades, but in fact the world remains to require
innovators and inventors’ people. This means
that in the future, jobs will be depending on
short term meetings, project-based activities and
contracts, too.
Looking at the world through the eyes of

Introduction

opportunities, entrepreneurship became a tool or
Today, the world is dramatically changing and
the need to innovate, invent and address realworld challenges with their perfect solutions has
the utmost importance. In many parts of the
world, many attempts have been made to
develop effective programs for a better
entrepreneurial

mindset

of

the

students

including European Unions (EU). A recent
study conducted by an independent research
group so-called the institute for the future
(IFTF) anticipated that 85% of the jobs that will
exist in 2030 have not been invented yet.
Therefore, no one can predict the kind of skills

an approach to finding solutions to key issues. It
has been considered as one of the most
important tools of success in all areas of life
because it helps people to present real-world
challenges and it’s a pathway to finding
solutions to create new things or add value to the
existed ones. The tertiary institutions have
produced a lot of graduates and are mostly left
unemployed in the markets. This has become a
national problem to all over the world. Hence,
the world has widely accepted the importance of
entrepreneurial mindset and entrepreneurship
education as one of the generic skills to be
Publications of SIMAD University, 2021
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taught in schools and continuing throughout the

creating conditions to experience failure and

life. In Somalia, thousands of students graduate

other

from colleges and universities each year without

Throughout this early entrepreneurial education

getting or having an employment market. Like

process, it goes without saying that all students

this case and current circumstances, one of the

need one thing: skill development. Creativity,

possible options left for them is to become

complex problem solving, critical thinking will

entrepreneurs.

entrepreneur

be top skills in 2020 and beyond. Today’s

involves education process as they come up with

employers are looking for the people who have

business ideas that ultimately contributes to the

the capability of identifying, recognizing and

social and results in economic growth for the

prospecting new opportunities. Teaching and

nationwide. Some believe that entrepreneurship

supporting this mindset from early age will then

is a special gift offered to special individuals

logically lead to a higher level of entrepreneurial

only

mindset. This will then lead us to this question,

while

Becoming

some

an

others

believe

that

entrepreneurial skills can be either developed or

things

that

entrepreneurs

attribute.

that we will address in the following section.

born. Thousands of Somali young graduates
believe in jobs being their first choice rather
than to start their own business and become their
own boss. Like our muscles, our brains increase
and shrinks, too. Likewise, strengthening our
brains, developing a successful and effective
entrepreneurial mindset is an iterative process
that requires patience, time, practice and
repetition. Therefore, this piece of writing will
be focusing on the entrepreneurial mindset of
young Somali graduates in Mogadishu-Somalia.
EARLY

ENTREPRENEURIAL

EDUCATION

DOES EARLY ENTREPRENEURIAL
EDUCATION DEVELOP
ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET?
The entrepreneurship itself is a work in progress
and evolving concept. It is a way to presenting
real-world challenges, issues and finding a
better solution for it that adds value to the long

Preparing students for the future, require

process ahead. The heart of an entrepreneurship

effective curriculum with real-world learning,

is imagination and creativity, too. Entrepreneurs

project-based learning and highly involved

create something new to the society that actually

teaching approaches. It requires launching

meets their needs. Moreover, a real personal

effective educational programs and a shift from

experience from me is that I fully agree that

teaching what exactly entrepreneurs are to
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early entrepreneurial education increases the

is no way to change this at all while the students

entrepreneurial mindset of the Somali young

with the growing mindset think that they can

graduates. For me, I have recently graduated

build their skills with work and efforts. In this

from SIMAD University with Bachelor of

regard, entrepreneurial education in the early

Science in Accounting. Though I have taken

stages will have more effect than any other

few entrepreneurship courses I was not enjoying

stage.

and

feeling

comfortable

of

being

an

entrepreneur. Few months later, I have joined
the

institute

of

innovation,

tech

and

entrepreneurship (IITE) of SIMAD University
and took few effective, highly demanding and
relevant entrepreneurship courses from the
institute in collaboration with Edx- a leading
online learning platform. Though I did not start
my own business, with the help of the
entrepreneurial

education

offered

by the

institute, but I have now developed an

CONCLUSION REMARKS

entrepreneurial spirit so-called entrepreneurial

The unemployment rates of Somali young

mindset which is the spirit of an individual or

graduates are increasing gradually every year

social group to take risks and adventure to

and they are left in the markets with no jobs

investing in enterprises. In other words, it is the

available for them. Many students believe that

ability of identifying, creating and innovating

even it is very difficult at this time to land at the

ideas in a productive way. Therefore, students

existing job opportunities in the markets

will need entrepreneurial mindset whether they

because

work for themselves or others.

recruitment process and the personal rather than

Additionally,

yes

early

entrepreneurial

education increases entrepreneurial mindset. In
her book “Mindset: the new psychology of
success Dr Carol Dweck theorized people into
having two mindsets: fixed mindset or a
growing mindset. Students with fixed mindset
believe and think that they are dumb in certain
subjects such as sports, music or math and there

Publications of SIMAD University, 2021

of

the

vast

tribalism,

unclear

general interest of some of business owners in
the country. In Somalia, except some students
who are in the field of business studies and
related courses, there is no better awareness of
entrepreneurial mindset of the most students in
most universities in the city and across the
regions. Getting a long-lasting solution to this
issue has its peak importance. In this favor,
entrepreneurial education is one of the factors to
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increase the student’s mindsets which will

people with quality education through

finally lead them to self-employed students.

cooperation and network between them;

Like babies form in the mom’s stomach and then

4. To shift from theory-based teaching

comes out after months, entrepreneurial mindset

methods to project and practically based

is like pregnant it should be formed in the minds

teaching methods to help students

of the student before they graduate from

innovate through practicing;

colleges and universities.

5. To develop a field of study programs
that help students to observe how things
going in different fields of businesses;
6. To establish real-world learning classes
that allow students to create business
plans, design products or services,
market and showcase their achievements
and sell the products or whatsoever they
have prototyped; and
7. To establish powerful events like

RECOMMENDATIONS

(young entrepreneurs show) that will
Due to the significant role of entrepreneurial

encourage many talented students to join

mindset for the students, this article highly

the show and come up with beautiful and

presents

unseen ideas. Moreover, this will at least

the

following

key

ideas

as

recommendations:

force the rest students to think about

1. To revise and review the curriculum and

something.

the delivery content of the universities
and include entrepreneurship modules to
all faculties as to increase the awareness
of the students in general;
2. To

launch

programs

about

entrepreneurship to effectively train
students and equip them with an
entrepreneurial mindset;
3. To

build

strong

foundation

of

universities with capability of serving
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Real estate investment and financing:
opportunities and challenges in Somalia

Yonis Al Mukhtar

traditional institutional-quality investment to
evaluate real estate on a forward-looking basis.
In the context of Somalia, since 1991, Somalia
had experienced political turmoil when Somali
president, Mohamed Siad Barre, was expelled
from power and civil war broke out in the
nation. Having this frustration in politics and
instability has been affecting different aspects of
Introduction

the life of Somali society for the last three
decades. However, many Somalis entrepreneurs

Real estate has been a substantial and vital
portion of wealth for thousands of years.
Recently, real estate dominated institutional
portfolios and was classified as property. During
recent decades, the pre-eminence of real estate
has yielded to the growing importance of
intangible assets. Yet real estate remains a
valuable part of any well-diversified portfolio—

started small and medium-sized businesses to
manage their life and families. These businesses
include real estate industry which play crucial
roles in the economy of the country. Some banks
in Somalia have involved investing in real estate
properties while other investors, companies or
individuals, also have developed lands to get
returns from this niche market.

the transition of real estate from dominating
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The rest of the article is discussed the following;

enabled investors to make a successful

classification of real Estate, Opportunities,

business and make a lot of money from

challenges,

tourist attractions. Furthermore, football

and

conclusions

and

stadiums and gymnasiums are other places

recommendations.

where local investors invest their money. These

2. CLASSIFICATIONS OF REAL ESTATE
According to its functions of real estate is
classified into two main categories, namely,
commercial and residential properties.
i.

Income-producing (commercial) properties
are intended to use commercial purposes.
Real estate developers may build a large
areas of land and then rent traders. For
instance, the buildings such as apartments,
hotels/motels and etc. have been rented or
leased

by

companies/corporations

sites have two benefits: health and recreation.
Hence, there has been an increase in the
opening and use of these stadiums and fitness
centers in Mogadishu.

ii. Residential properties defined as real estate
properties which intend to use residence
such as Single-family houses and multifamily

properties

like

apartments,

condominiums and housing cooperative
(Co-ops).

for

business. However, the purpose of these
businesses may differ from each other.
Some of these businesses provide services
for their customers such as remittances,
airlines, hospitals, brokers, and educations
sectors, while others offer tangible products
to their clients like manufacturing and
merchandising companies. In the last two
decades, investing in recreational areas
have been increased in Mogadishu. These

3. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

beautiful areas are used for rest, drinking

OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT OR

tea/coffee, shooting pictures/photos and

FINANCING

entertainments. Beerta Banadir, Beerta
Nabadda, Beerta Daru-Salam and other
places are some of the most beautiful places

3.1 Challenges of Real Estate Investment or
Financing

in Mogadishu. Every day many people go

Investing in real estate in Somalia is very

to these places and they spend a lot of

challenging due to many reasons. Firstly, Lack

money to buy what they need which has

of regulated real estate markets; there is no
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regulated real estate markets which traders

financing. Using it as a home financing causes

exchange their properties. This market is very

maturity problem which means that if the loan

crucial for real estate developers/investors,

repayment duration is short, the monthly or

financial Institutions/lenders and borrowers

yearly payments will increase. For example, if

because this market creates information related

the price of home is USD 8,000.00, maturity is

to demand and supply of the properties as well

3 years (36 months) and profit rate = 24 percent,

as their prices/values. Moreover, the absence of

then

the real estate markets causes liquidity

8,000.00*1.24 = USD 9920/36 = USD 275.56.

problems. Although the nature of this type of

Alternatively, if the duration is increased, let us

properties are illiquid or difficult to convert into

say five years (60 months), the monthly

cash quickly, this market facilitates to meet

payment will be USD 8000.00*1.24 = USD

buyers and sellers to execute their transactions.

9,920/60 = USD 165.33. if maturity increases,

Secondly, since 1991, there was no strong

the monthly payment decreases and vice versa.

government which sets down the provision and

So it is better commercial banks offer home

regulation of the citizens’ property. As a result,

financing products such as Bai Bithaman Ajil

many territories were conquered and fought

(BBA), Musharakah Mutanaqisah (MM), Ijarah

over ownership. Therefore, the absence of local

financing. Fourth, the Profit rate offering local

government roles, many investors have faced

banks in Somalia is too expensive, making it

uncertainty pertains to this issue. Thirdly, there

difficult to afford loan repayments. One of the

is a shortage of financing products and capital

reasons is the lack of benchmarking. For

for real estate investors. In my knowledge, only

instance, Islamic banks in Some countries such

Murabaha financing is being provided by the

as Malaysia compete with conventional banks,

Somalis

Murabaha

which they enforce to offer competitive profit

financing is defined as the bank purchases a

rates for attracting their current and potential

good on the request of a client after that the bank

customers. However, all Somali banks are

resells the commodity to the customer at a

Islamic shariah-compliant and charge high-

predetermined price which covers the original

profit rates to their customers. Lastly, there is

cost plus negotiated profit margin. The client

the absence of government roles because the

has to pay in the future date through lump-sum

government, central bank, set rules and

or in installments payments and it is the classical

regulations in the financial system to supervise

instrument for trade financing ( Aggarwal, R. &

activities in the market.

commercial

banks.

Yousef, T. 1996). According to the above definition,

Murabaha is not suitable for home financing
because it has been intended to use short-term
Publications of SIMAD University, 2021

monthly

payment

will

be:

USD
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3.2 Opportunities of Real Estate Investment

adjusted returns to those individuals who can

or Financing

obtain costless information.

Apart from the challenges of real estate
investment, some opportunities should be
benefited from investors. Some of these gold
opportunities are summarized below.
Real estate is the potential to hedge against
unexpected inflation; real estate properties can
be used as a store value. The value of money
may change in the short run, and it is may
affected by inflation, but property value does
not change easily. So it can be viewed as
important for wealth accumulation.
Real estate is the potential to provide
diversification

against

Diversification

is

other

important

investments.
strategy

for

mitigation risk. In my knowledge, many
commercial banks have invested their money in
real estate to take advantage of opportunities in
this sector. Moreover, other individual investors
also have traded properties. Another benefits
from investing in real estate is to provide steady
cash inflows. For instance, many local investors
have invested different real estate properties
such

as

apartments,

hotels,

restaurants,

4. CONCLUSION
Real estate is defined as land and the
improvements constructed on it and classified
into

income-producing

(commercial)

and

residential properties. In the last two decades,
investing in different real estate properties have
increased. Commercial banks and individual
investors have utilized in this informal real
estate

markets

in

Somalia-Mogadishu.

Furthermore, there are many opportunities and
challenges

related

to

this

market.

The

limitations of real estate properties include lack
of regulated real estate markets, shortage of
financing products for real estate investment
and financing, commercial banks offer high
profit rates to their clients. However, there are
opportunities in the real estate sector that should
be utilized by local investors in Somalia. These
benefits include hedge against unexpected
inflation, provide diversification against other
investments, steady cash inflows and etc.

playgrounds, and so on. These owners earn cash
in daily, weekly, monthly or yearly basis.
Another opportunity is that the price of real
estate has increased in the last two decades. All
real estate holders benefit from such amazing
gains (capital gains). Moreover, The low
transparency of the real estate marketplace also
results in potential asymmetric information,
which provides a source of relatively high riskPublications of SIMAD University, 2021
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Five important uses
Technology in business

Ali Ibrahim Mohamed

competitiveness, creating a virtual world and
training online staff, and education programs.
We’ll go over each step-in depth below.

Introduction
In business, technology is currently being used
to help develop solutions that are less expensive,

Solution to a problem

environmentally friendly, and client-friendly.

Data collection and business intelligence

Also, technology is used to discover and solve

technologies play a significant role in studying

problems that arise in everyday life. In online

the problem and possible solutions. Data is

marketing, cloud hosting, artificial intelligence,

collected from IoT-enabled devices (Internet of

robots, the Internet of Things, and machine

Things). It's also simple to make the next

learning,

problem-solving

strategic business decision after examining the

approaches are used. The five parts to use

big and small data collected by the computers.

Technology today include problem solutions,

Even technology has improved to the point

the simplest and fastest customer engagement

where it can identify issues and possibilities

methods, changing the foundation of the firm's

before they occur, thanks to quantitative data

creativity

and
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analytics software.
(artificial

If an issue arises, AI

intelligence)

integrated

apps

software, forums, social media sites, video
conferencing, and phone calls, making the life

immediately respond and follow the solution. In

of

auto-scaling cloud computing, for example, a

complicated. The majority of the benefits come

load balancer assists servers in keeping a high

from

number of users accessing the application active

technologies, which results in increased pricing

and faster over time. Lack of business recording,

competitiveness for the same goods and

financial reporting, financial auditing, and

services.

financial data for analysis are the most common

competitive market for the same goods and

Somali business issues. The majority of these

services, business customers who adopt new

issues are resolved through the use of

technology gain greater rewards.

technology

and

Accounting

business

owners

business

significantly

clients

adopting

less

new

And, as a result of increased

Information

Systems.



Changing the competitiveness basis
of the firm

 Customer communication methods that
are the simplest and quickest

Individual businesses may get comfortable in
their operations if they stop trying to set

Marketing used to be the most challenging part

themselves apart from their rivals. The firms

of running a small business. To develop and

may be able to attain "good" if a particular ratio

market a business, a considerable amount of

is established. Technology will aid organization

money is required up front. However, small

in creating particular objectives, such as

business

increasing

owners,

home

entrepreneurs,

market

share,

improving

contractors, and others can start supporting and

accessibility, or becoming the preferred vendor

selling by using mobile apps, website designers,

or service provider. ICT/technology will play a

eCommerce stores, social media websites, and

vital role once again in such as:

search engine optimization to include new



Internal

processes

can

be

simplified,

channels and function.

improved, and automated to cut down on

Technology has given rise to new forms of

delays, human error, red tape, and the

communication with customers, such as CRM

difficulty of some tasks.
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Increasing operational efficiency to reduce

42
are completely unaware. It is, however, simple
for them to hire a few IT people and use

costs and increase profits

industry-standard


technology

like

cloud

Implementation of innovative measures

computing and cloud storage to practically

with the ability to improve an individual's

conduct the same business process while paying
based on usage.

life and their organizational learning.




Creating a virtual world

Training online employees

. Businesses' continual investment in technology

More virtual distribution and storage resources

allows culture, employees, and students to learn

are being provided via business technology,
reducing the strain and cost of running a

better and in their own comfort zones. Some of

business. Businesses are adopting business

the

most

cutting-edge

applications

of

cloud storage to build, run, store, and view

technology include virtual schools, smart

massive data sets, as well as pay-per-use, autoscaling, virtual hardware, server, device, and
up-to-date

infrastructure

maintenance

and

courses, video conferencing, computer graphics,
online training, and degree programs.

control, without having to put everything in a
physical place.
For example, you recognize that any firm or

The application of technology in the workplace
is now common. Many employees are working

business, whether in the travel industry,

on the next AI (artificial intelligence) algorithm,

healthcare, or a small-scale manufacturing

developing robot systems, dreaming about

plant, requires IT experience and infrastructure,
which is why the business needs IT personnel
and IT resources. And it costs those businesses
a significant amount of money about which they
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what they should do and how to use technology

Finally, technology has transformed how we do

in the workplace and in their private lives.

things in the decades preceding the 1990s.
Whether for business or social purposes, we no

CONCLUSION
Technology has a significant impact on how
businesses are conducted. Technology has both
tangible and intangible benefits that can help
you make money and achieve the results your
customers want, regardless of the size of your
business. Technical infrastructure has an impact
on a company's culture, productivity, and
relationships. Businesses will almost definitely
struggle to do all of their tasks without the aid

longer rely on traditional techniques and
techniques.
technological

Because

of

innovations,

today's

rapid

we

buy,

communicate, work, and study differently than
we did five years ago. There's no denying that
technology is the driving force behind today's
business expansion. From marketing to public
relations to security, everything has gone
digital.

of technology. Technology is used by a variety
of industries and businesses because it increases
company communication, logistics, product
control,

and

financial

record-keeping.

Technology, on the other hand, helps businesses
connect, be more efficient, and be more
productive.
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